
	

	

 
 
 
 

Week 5 Newsletter – 25th August 2017 

This week we welcome Lavinia Nuku MacKay.  We hope you have enjoyed your 
start at Mahora School!  
 

 
 

 
We also welcome Reece Tuala-Fata who has joined our school as a Candidate 
Teacher. Reece is part of the EIT practise based teacher training and he 
will be here two days a week for the remainder of the 2017 school year.  
 

We are now into the 2018 planning stage and do need to know if you have a 
child enrolling next year. Could you please ensure children are enrolled as 
soon as possible by completing the necessary paperwork. If you know of 
anyone that is planning to enrol at Mahora, please ask them to action it 
earlier rather than later.  
 
The Y6 visits to both Intermediate schools are now complete, as is one of the open evenings. Can I 
please encourage you to enrol your children as soon as possible to ensure the Intermediates have 
an indication of numbers so they can plan accordingly.  
 

On Tuesday our Board of Trustees will be 
visiting the school to spend the morning ‘on 
the shop floor’. This is a great chance for 
them to connect with all our learners and 
experience a day at school. Our current 
Board members are (L to R) Erica Goldsack, 
Pip Ching, Jon Marks, Rebecca Burn and 
Matthew Witheford.  
 

The class with the heaviest tin so far is… 
Room 14  

 

BUT…only by 169 grams so the lead could ‘change’ (no pun intended!) any day! 
Thanks for supporting this PTA fundraiser.  

Remember kids you need to ask before you pick up loose change at home.  

Nau mai haere mai, Talofa lava, welcome to everyone! 



	

 
Can parents avoid stopping like this to collect 
children. It puts them in an unsafe situation, 
and it often holds up traffic and causes 
issues on the pedestrian crossing. I know at 
times we think it won’t take long, but it is 
against the law and is putting our children at 
risk. Let’s ensure we are all doing the right 
thing around schools. Thanks for your 
support.  
 

 

Writing 
We have been taking on the 100 Word Challenge. Our teacher gives us an exciting image and our 
challenge is to create a story around it using no more than 100 words. We have to make sure we 
get to the point, add lots of detail and to use descriptive language features. Below is an example 
from one of our students. We challenge you to have a go yourself and share it with us.   
           By Khalia Khan 
 

As the stars line up, animals from all over the world would 
watch them twinkle like a broken light. The wind turns above 
oceans, becoming a stormy night. It pushes the clouds away to 
let other people see the beautiful sight.  

A butterfly's wing becomes a sail of the sky while the moon 
curves into a ripe white banana. Green and blue paint spreads all 
over the galaxy.  

I wish this would be more of reality. But these are dreams, 
dreams with beauty and magic. Dreams that are lost in the 
night and never to be seen in daylight. It can be unleashed by 
hope.       Leah Te Huia 

 
Our Hastings Library visits have been going extremely well with lots of enthusiastic students 
enjoying picking books from a huge range. Our students have also been displaying all of their 
wonderful Mahora Values.  
 
There has been a slight change and an update as to how the Library Cards were issued, as there 
were a large number of fines on some personal cards. The cards were therefore made up as 'school 
cards' and they now all have their first name, last name and SCHOOL written on them.  
 
The library has made the decision to keep the school cards and personal cards separate so that 
those with fines can still issue with school but if they would like to issue outside of school the 
personal fines will need to be cleared off their personal cards.  Anyone who does not have a 
personal card is more than welcome to sign up for one they can keep at home. 
 
Regards, Rohan 
 

 

 


